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About This Game

Earn to Die 2 is a 2D side-scrolling driving and upgrade game where you steer vehicles through a zombie apocalypse, literally
smashing through zombie hordes along the way. As you progress through the game you will unlock new vehicles, upgrading

them into the ultimate zombie-smashing machines!

The latest incarnation of the popular web game series; Earn to Die 2 offers hours more gameplay with new vehicles, levels and
an unlockable Missions Mode. This isn’t just a port of the web versions – Earn to Die 2 has been re-built and re-engineered

from the ground up with significantly more content, full-HD gameplay and is playable at 60fps.

Key Features

An action-packed Story Mode, 10 times longer than the web versions

Awesome ragdoll physics. Smash into zombies and send them flying.

10 vehicles, including a sports car, a police car and even an ice cream van. Be sure to upgrade them with armored
frames, roof-mounted guns, boosters and more.

A city setting with multi-tiered levels. Drive over highway overpasses, via underground tunnels and smash through epic
zombie-filled factories.

Destructible vehicles. Watch your vehicle get smashed into smithereens if you're not too careful! Thankfully vehicles
auto-repair themselves after each drive.
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For those who complete Story Mode, a Missions Mode awaits.

Full HD gameplay and playable at 60fps.

And did we mention the epic zombie-filled factories?
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Title: Earn to Die 2
Genre: Action, Indie, Racing
Developer:
Toffee Games
Publisher:
Not Doppler
Release Date: 5 May, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Dual Core 1.7Ghz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 512MB

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 300 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Korean,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese,Turkish
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I totally did not get it.. This game is basically FINAL FANTASY's Triple Triad game. You can play it either on mobile (with FF
characters and for free) or in FINAL FANTASY XIV's Gold Saucer as a mini-game. Your choice.. hit hard with nostalgia. fun
gamr. This is a really well done NES-style action platformer. Others have compared it to Contra, and at first glance, it does
resemble that series. However, I find that the platforming has a larger role in the gameplay of Alien Splatter than it does in the
Contra games - whereas Contra was more of a shoot-em-up with some light platforming. I wouldn't consider Alien Splatter to be a
shoot-em-up. It is an action game. The level designs remind me more of something from Ninja Gaiden than Contra. At any rate, no
matter what popular NES franchise you compare it to - it is a very solid retro title that actually looks and feels like an NES game. It
could use some more variety in the enemies (the only real let-down in the game), but other than that, I really can't find much to
complain about. The graphics are spot-on, the controls are tight enough, and even the music is decent. At this price, it's an absolute
steal, and it is better than many of the retro games that I've paid much more money for. It's an easy up-vote from me.. I realise that
Nemesis was released almost a decade ago but if an older game is going to be re-released onto any digital marketplace then I would
expect the game to receive the bare minimum in optimisations in order to perform adequately on modern hardware.

The video setup says it supports a wide-screen resolution of 1920x1080 yet everything appears to be stretched and in lower
resolution. Certain graphics options are locked to minimum or are set to off, the option for highest detail and shadows will not
activate, even with multiple restarts it just won't stick.

With a GTX 1070 I'm experiencing severe FPS drops when looking at certain objects or locations, such as the red and white curtain
in Sherlock's home or much of the gallery. It's quite unexpected considering my PC specs and how undemanding the game is, yet the
game will often drop to 30FPS, this is with v-sync limited to 60FPS.

I'd also noticed quite a fair amount of missing textures, particularly on interactive doors. There will be times where doors and cases
will appear closed but remain open, allowing me to clip through them.

The keybinding settings are odd. I can't rebind the inventory, I can't use keys like left-ctrl. There's no notice explaining what's
reserved until I'd discover them later in-game. There are a small number of spelling and grammatical errors but it's not a huge deal,
as there isn't much immersion left to break after experiencing so many visual glitches.

Sometimes I would notice that dialogue audio ended abruptly, most notably with Sherlock during conversation. It was only a few
milliseconds but noticeable nonetheless. Though I can easily tell that certain character's lines are over compressed and that a pop
filter was not used during recording to protect the microphone.

It feels like mouse smoothing is present. Combined with the FPS drops makes for a sluggish experience. To me it honestly sounds
like every character is voiced by David Mitchell doing a terrible David Mitchell impression. I often found that one of the most
difficult challenges in the game was opening the door in first-person mode. I do wish there was an auto-save function, fortunately
the game never crashed, unlike other older point and click games I've played recently.

Despite all this, the main aspects I do like are how involved I needed to be with discovering and solving clues. It can be very
engaging until the "moon logic" starts creeping in. I also very much appreciated the the in-built hint system, that I relied on heavily,
and I also played the majority of the game in first-person mode as I found third-person camera angles to be too janky.. A nice step
in the right direction. I'm having a great time playing it so far. Improved graphics, physics, and AI from previous generations (I've
owned them all since motogp15). I'm happy with my purchase.. I mean, it was an okay kind agame. Nothing Special about. But let´s
start from the beginning.
I disliked the music, since it was always the same music all over again, and after a time you get sick of it.
The Sences where the Girls were naked, were kinda ok, but the "female Part" kinda looked of for me.
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I enjoyed the Drawing of the Background and the Girls.
I disliked the Ending.
And many other Things about this game.

If you wanna watch me talke about this game, then I´ve made a Review for it, which you can watch  Here 

All things Said, I think it´s an ok kinda, the price for it though is too high, so I can not recommend the game. At best it´s a mediocre
Visual Novel

I hope you enjoyed this Review and my Video to this game and I hope I see you in my Next Review to a Visual Novel.. it was ok fun
for a afternoon, kinda easy, neat idea.. 0/10 would not bang. an all around amazing game. extremely intuitive gameplay,
memorable story and characters with complex backstories, great voice acting and artwork, and an amazing soundtrack to back it all
up. an emotional rollercoaster that demands every ounce of your attention until the bitter, heartshattering end. 10/10.
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A nice, short one. Very well done overall. Interesting ending. Decent puzzles. Would play more like this.. This game was
awesome at \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 on a good idea for a game. But anyone who screws me
deserves to be paid.. Ah, tornado... A must-have for steam locomotive fans! Although the sounds aren't great, the attention to
detail is great! it's also ideal for a fast express run. it also looks better if you buy the express blue add-on livery from the
marketplace. overall, its a 9\/10.. Outstanding computer football game to the core. Would recommend to anybody who loves
NFL football or any version of American football. Worked great from day one and is easy to play. Loved the way the game
engine breaks down the season to create an offseason where you can Hire/Fire Staff members, sign Free Agents, Draft incoming
college players and rework your entire roster. I also like the coaching features where you can adjust your gameplan and even
scout your opponent. I do see some minor drawbacks like forcing a team to carry three QB's on the active roster and no 10 man
Practice Squad but overall it hits all the major issues that other football sims seem to either ignore or simply do a bad job with..
As someone returning to the series after more than a decade, this game has been an utter joy. While the sequel is definitely
"darker and edgier", it keeps and improves on the audacious tone of the original. Even the gameplay, while mostly intact, has
been improved significantly - both in terms of simplified energy control and a lot more variety in campaign missions. One of my
best purchasing decisions for sure.. Very good game with an original concept and it will get you in the mood for a glass of wine
while playing.
It isn't easy to keep your grapes alive so you really have to stay focused during the game, the grapes can easily get overexposed
by the sun for instance.
It's a game I truly recommend with a beautiful soundtrack as well. You will feel relaxed while playing!
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